Abstract. We construct a family of two-Lee-weight codes over the ring R k , which is defined as trace codes with algebraic structure of abelian codes. The Lee weight distribution of the two-weight codes is given. Taking the Gray map, we obtain optimal abelian binary two-weight codes by using the Griesmer bound. An application to secret sharing schemes is also given.
Introduction
For the reason that the access structures of the secret sharing schemes derived from few weights linear codes can be completely determined [5, 13] , linear codes with few weights are of great interest in secret sharing schemes. Two-Lee-weight codes over fields have been studied since 1970s due to their connections to strongly regular graphs, difference sets and finite geomertry [2, 3] . Recently, the notion of trace codes are extended from fields to rings and some trace codes over rings are introduced. In [10, 11] , two infinite families of two-Lee-weight codes over the rings F 2 + uF 2 and F 2 + uF 2 + vF 2 + uvF 2 are constructed. On the basis of the study of the ring R k in [6] , we shall construct a family of two-Lee-weight codes over R k , which is a generalization of the rings F 2 + uF 2 and F 2 + uF 2 + vF 2 + uvF 2 .
In this paper, we construct a family of two-weight codes which are provably abelian but perhaps not cyclic. These codes are constructed as trace codes. We determine the weight distributions of these codes by exponential character sums. Taking the Gray map, we obtain a family of binary abelian codes and they are shown to be optimal by the application of the Griesmer bound. Moreover, an application to secret sharing schemes is also given.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we give some definitions and propositions about the ring R k , the Gray map and the Lee weight that we need in the following parts of the paper. Section 3 shows some information of the codes over the ring R k . Section 4 shows that the trace codes are abelian. Section 5 computes the weight distribution of our codes and proves the optimality of them by the application of the Griesmer bound. Section 6 determines the minimum distance of the dual codes, proves that all these codes are minimal and then describes an application to secret sharing schemes. In section 7, we make a summary of this paper and give some interesting problems.
Definition

Rings. Consider the ring
The ring can also be defined recursively as
In order to represent the elements of R k conveniently, we define u A := i∈A u i for any subset A ⊆ {1, 2, ..., k}. What's more, u A = 1 when A = ∅ by the convention. Then any element of R k can be represented as 
2.2.
The Lee weight and the Gray map. The Lee weight was defined in [12] as the Hamming weight of the image of the codeword under the Gray map φ k and [6] has given a recursive definition of φ k . Forc ∈ R n k , it can be represented asc 1 + u kc2 withc 1 ,c 2 ∈ R n k−1 . Then, the Gray map is defined as follows:
With the definition of the Lee weight, we obtain a distance preserving map from R
Codes
A linear code over R of length n is a R-submodule of R n . Assume that A c A u A and B d B u B with A, B ⊆ {1, 2, ..., k} are two elements of the ring R, then their standard inner product
which is defined over R. Denote the dual code of C by C ⊥ and define it as
Symmetry
In this paper, we define
For a ∈ R, we define the vector ev(a) by the evaluation map ev(a) = (T r(ax)) x∈L . The code C is defined by the formula C = {ev(a)|a ∈ R}. Thus, the length of the code C is n while the length of the code φ k (C) is N. Proof. For any u, v ∈ L, the change of variables x → (u/v)x maps v to u. With given u, v, a permutation with this property is unique.
The code C is thus an abelian code based on the group L. In other words, it is an ideal of the group ring R[R * ]. L is not a cyclic group, thus C is not likely to be cyclic.
Weight distribution
Before calculating the Lee weight of the codewords of the code C, we recall some classic lemmas first.
Theorem 5.3. For a ∈ R, the Lee weight of the codewords of C is as follows:
Proof. Divide the value of a into three categories to discuss the Lee weight of the codewords.
• When a = 0, it is obvious that w L (ev(a)) = 0.
• If a ∈ M \ {0} and a = c {1,...,k} u {1,...,k} with c {1,...,k} ∈ F * According to Lemma 5.1, we have
where B = ∅ ⊆ {1, ..., k} and the right side of the formula can be written Computing ax and T r(ax), we discover that every element of the vector
Thus, we have constructed a family of two-weight codes of length 2
Their weight distributions and respective frequencies are shown in Table I below. Table I . weight distribution of φ k (C) Weight Frequency 0 1
Next, we study the optimality of φ k (C) by the application of the Griesmer bound. Proof. The parameters of
2 j ⌉ depending on the value of j and we discuss these two cases next.
Then,
In order to prove
Discussing the range of m and k, we obtain that the inequation is true when k ≥ 1 and m ≥ 2.
Application to secret sharing scheme
The access structure of secret sharing scheme constructed from linear code is hard to determine. However, if all the codewords of the linear code are minimal, we can use its dual code to construct an interesting secret sharing scheme. So next, we check that whether the codewords of φ k (C) are minimal or not. The basic property minimal vector of a given binary linear code is described by the following lemma 
then every nonzero codeword of C is minimal. Proof. Here we use the proof by contradiction. Assume that d ′ ≥ 3 to prove that d ′ < 3. With the sphere-packing bound, we have 2
Rewriting the inequation, we have 2 k < 2 k−m + 1 which is impossible for any positive integers k or m ≥ 2. Hence, d
′ < 3. Then, we prove that d ′ = 2. If not, C ⊥ has at least one codeword with Lee weight one and assume that it has value γ at some x ∈ R * . Since R * is the set that contains all the units of R, for all a ∈ R, γT r(ax) = 0 implies T r(axγ) = 0. By Lemma 6.3, we know that x = 0, which is contradict with x ∈ R * . In conclusion, the dual Lee distance d ′ is equal to 2.
6.3. Massey's scheme. Massey's scheme [13] , is a secret sharing scheme which based on Coding theory. When all nonzero codewords are minimal, it was shown in [4] that there is the following alternative, depending on d ′ .
• If d ′ ≥ 3, then the SSS is "democratic": every user belongs to the same number of coalitions.
• If d ′ = 2, then there are users who belong to every coalition: the "dictators".
By Theorems 6.2 and 6.4, we see that the Secret Sharing Scheme built on φ k (C) is dictatorial.
Conclusion
In the present paper, we have studied an infinite family of trace codes. Because the localizing set L has the structure of an abelian multiplicative group, the trace code is an abelian code, that is an ideal in the group ring of L. It is not clear whether the code is cyclic or not. In fact, we also study the trace code over the localizing set { C a C u C : C ⊆ {1, 2, ..., k}, a C\{∅} ∈ F 2 m , a ∅ ∈ D} [7, 8] and here D is a subset of F * 2 m . Two families of codes are obtained. One family of codes is the same as that constructed with the localizing set L. Another family of codes is a three-weight codes and it can be used to construct secret sharing schemes. More importantly, it is worthwhile to study other trace codes over the extensions of R k .
